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Algebraically dependent expressions arise in a large variety of symbolic computations
. People
seem to have the best intuition about expressions involving radicals . Symbolic computations
with simple, non-nested, radicals is relatively straightforward ; however, when the radicals are
nested the problem becomes more difficult, This paper presents an algorithm for determining a
linearly independent basis for a set of radicals (nested or not)
. This allows elementary
techniques to be used for arithmetic operations on expressions involving elements of this set
.
In addition we provide a structure theorem that provides a sufficient condition for a nested
radical to be expressed in terms of radicals of lower nesting level
. These two techniques are
powerful tools for computations involving radicals .
Algebraic manipulation is the study of techniques for performing mathematical
computations symbolically . The most carefully studied and best understood problems in
algebraic manipulation have been those that involve polynomials and rational
functions-expressions involving independent variables combined by addition,
multiplication and division . More complex expressions can often be treated as
polynomials if the algebraically independent kernels can be identified . For instance,
e2x+ex
can be treated as a polynomial in the kernel ex.
It would be erroneous to view
e2x
+ex as a polynomial in e2 x and ex since they are not
independent . They satisfy the polynomial relation A-B2 . Expressions that satisfy
polynomial relations are algebraically dependent . Often more than one kernel is needed to
express an expression as a polynomial over some simple ring. In this case the set of
kernels used is called a basis . Ideally, the elements of the basis should be algebraically
independent .
When algebraic numbers ( 3 7) or algebraic functions (.,/X'-3) are involved things
become a little more complex . Algebraic expressions cannot be used as kernels of
polynomials since they must be reduced when the kernels appear to high enough powers
( 2 -> 2). We are looking for independence results that ensure this is the only
simplification we need to look for .
Regardless of whether the kernels are transcendental or algebraic, there are two basic
problems that must be resolved when introducing new types of expressions to an algebraic
manipulation system :
-Determining a "sufficiently independent" basis for the computation, so that the
expressions can be treated as polynomials .
-Determining simple expressions for the basis elements so the user can understand the
resulting expressions .
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In his paper we discuss solu ions o hese problems when he kernels are arbi rarily
nes ed radicals. A simple example of he firs problem is recognising ha -,,/2-, _,/3- and J6
are dependen and ha any wo of hese kernels can be used o represen an expression
involving all hree. Shanks (1974) posed a more complex problem of he same na ure
,/I1+2./29+ /16-2,/29+2 55-10 29 = /22+2J+ 15-,
while Ramamujan's (1927) is ypical of he second class of problems
J
5 /
5'
r5157
-
5
2'5+ 5 25-5 5 5(1+5
3-
5
32) .
This paper presen s echniques based on Kummer for heory for dealing wi h he firs
problem, and we prove a s ruc ure heorem ha can be used o answer he ques ions of
he second class .
1. In roduc ion
In order o deal effec ively wi h expressions involving radicals we mus be able o
de ermine when radicals are independen and when single radicals are expressed as simply
as possible . Examples of dependen radical expressions are
-,/2-,/3- -J -6=0,
J5+2J6+ J5-2,/6- = 2,/2- .
In he firs example, we observe ha \, _,/3- and -,r6 are no independen . We should
choose as our basis any pair of he hree square roo s. Then here can be no in erac ion
among hem and he only simplifica ion rule we need o be concerned abou is ha heir
square is an in eger . The second example illus ra es a more complex in erac ion . The
hree radicals J5+2,76 , J5-2,/6- and /2- are no independen . Again any pair will
do . These wo problems are examples of he firs problem-choosing an appropria e basis
for he compu a ion .
Once we have de ermined an independen se of radicals our nex problem is
simplifying each radical o be more manageable . For ins ance, in he las problem i
probably would have been useful o know ha J5+2J was equal o /2-+,//3 .
Similarly, he righ -hand side of he following equa ions is more in ui ive han he lef
Jx+
'/x
z -1 =
These wo simplifica ions are examples of denes ing, expressing a radical using fewer levels
of nes ing . I is he primary echnique we use for simplifying he basis elemen s when hey
are radicals .
Now le us ake a more algebraic approach o he problem . Throughou his paper we
will assume ha all fields have charac eris ic 0. We will le Q deno e he ra ional numbers .
Le k be a field ; k[X 1 , . . . X„] and k(X1 , . . ., X„) deno e he polynomials and ra ional
func ions in X1 , . . ., X„ wi h coefficien s in k respec ively . K = k(X 1 , . . ., X„) is a field . If
he X, sa isfy a polynomial wi h coefficien s in k, hen K is an algebraic ex ension of k. By
he primi ive elemen heorem, here is an a in K, sa isfying a polynomial over k, such
ha K = k(a) . The degree of he minimal polynomial of a is independen of he primi ive
elemen chosen and is called he degree of K over k: [K : k] . If a is algebraic over he field
k, hen k[a] = k(a) .
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We say ha K is a simple radical ex ension of k if K = k[y], where he minimal
polynomial of y is X''-a for some elemen a in k . K is a radical ex ension of k if here is a
ower of simple radical ex ensions beginning wi h k and ermina ing wi h K. Le Q deno e
he ra ional numbers, Q(,/2- ) is a simple radical ex ension of Q; Q(,/6-,
55+2 6) is a
radical ex ension of Q and a simple radical ex ension of Q(/).
Le K be a radical ex ension of k. The wo par s of our simplifica ion problem are 1 .
de ermining a k-linear basis for he ex ension field K, and 2. simplifying he basis elemen s
if possible . A primi ive elemen of K over k genera es a k-linear basis . Each elemen of K
may be wri en as a o + • • • +ai_ 1 a" -1 , where he a are elemen s of k . The se
{ (X 10 < i < n} is a k-linear basis for K when considered as a k-algebra . This provides one
solu ion for he firs problem .
Trager (1976) presen s a echnique for compu ing a primi ive elemen of K. This
general echnique is effec ive in non-radical ex ensions also . Unfor una ely, he primi ive
elemen genera ed is somewha complex and hus he basis genera ed is no as simple as
we desire. For ins ance, if K = Q(~, -), hen he roo s of x4 -10x 2 + I can be used as
primi ive elemen s. The elemen s of K will be represen ed as linear combina ions of 1,
y = / + F3 , y 2 and y3 . Fur hermore,
Y' 9Y
-
y 3-
lly
.
2 2
From a user's poin of view, he basis 11, 2, ,, _,/2__,/3_} would be preferable . I is
simpler and he elemen s are also linearly independen . In sec ion 2 we cons ruc a
basis (for radical ex ensions) wherein each basis elemen is he produc of a number of he
a ; . This work generalises earlier work of Caviness (1968), Fa eman (1971) and Caviness &
Fa eman (1976),
The second par of he simplifica ion process does no appear o have been considered
before, save for a collec ion of problems due o Ramanujan (1957). The ype of
simplifica ion we consider is called a "denes ing" . Le K be a simple radical ex ension of
F which is a simple radical ex ension of k . Le a be he genera or of K over F . I is a
doubly nes ed radical over k . a can be denes ed if here exis s ano her field L con aining K
which is he composi um of simple radical ex ensions of k .
The following lis of examples should illus ra e his ype of simplifica ion .
~3r)
-1 = 3 9
3
9+ 3 9 - 3 9(1-
3
2+ 3 2 2 ),
J
3
S-
3
4=3(~2+
3
/20-
3
25)=3(
3
2+
3
223 5 -3 22 )
V73 20 -19= 3 3-3
3
In general, nes ed radicals canno be "denes ed" . In sec ion 3 we presen a par ial
solu ion o he problem of denes ing radicals . We are no able o deal wi h radicals ha
can be denes ed in fields of higher degree han he degree of defini ion of he radical i self.
I would be in eres ing o see such a denes ing if i does exis . We have been unable o
produce such an example or show ha one does no exis .
We consider he problem of simplifying radicals ins ead of more general algebraic
expressions because his problem is subs an ially easier and occurs considerably more
frequen ly in algebraic manipula ion. While analogues of he resul s lis ed above exis for
more complex algebraic ex ensions, i seems doub ful ha hey would prove useful .
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1
.1 PREVIOUS WORK
The firs work by compu er algebrais s on simplifying expressions involving radicals
was ha of Caviness (1968) and la er Fa eman (1971) . This work was revised and
summarised in Caviness & Fa eman (1976). Bo h Caviness and Fa eman base heir resul s
on simplifica ion of algebraic expressions on he following resul s . Le k be a field, k(O) an
algebraic ex ension, con ained in an algebraically closed field L . Le a be an elemen of L
ha has g(x) as i s minimal polynomial over k. If g(x) is irreducible over k(0), hen
[k(0, a) : k(0)] is equal o he degree of he polynomial g(x), deg g, and he monomials in 0
and a of low degree are linearly independen . Thus if we are able o show ha x 2 -2 is
irreducible over Q(,), we will know ha { 1,
V G,
\, -,/3-} is a Q-linear basis .
In general, Caviness and Fa eman need o find condi ions for which x" - a is irreducible
over k, for some ground field k. To do his hey make use of he following heorem due o
Capelli (1897) for char k = 0 and Redei (1959) in general .
THEOREM 1 . Le k be afield and n an in eger. Le a be a non-zero elemen of k. Assume for
all prime numbers p ha divide n we have a
0
k°, and if 4 divides n, hen a
0
-4k4 . Then
X"-a is irreducible in k[X] .
The special case for p = 4 is due o he fac orisa ion
x4 +4 = (x 2 -2x+2)(x2 +2x+2) .
Caviness uses his resul o prove heorem 2. Capelli's heorem implies ha [k( ' a) : k] is
n if a sa isfies he condi ions of he heorem, These condi ions are easier o verify han
proving ha X"-a is irreducible .
THEOREM
2. Le I be a posi ive in eger, m an odd posi ive in eger, and p
l
, . . .,
pk
dis inc
posi ive prime in egers. Then he field Q(w,, V`
/
p1,
. . ., "' p k ) is of degree mk over Q(w,)
where w, is a primi ive I h roo of uni y .
Besicovi ch (1940) proved a version of his heorem does no include roo s of uni y. A
simple proof using Galois heory has been presen ed by Richards (1974) .
THEOREM 3 . Le n be a posi ive in eger and p l , . . ., p," dis inc posi ive prime in egers. Then
he field Q( ./p 1 , . . ., " pk ) is of degree nk over Q .
Fa eman s reng hens his by le ing he pi be pairwise rela ively prime polynomials and
leaving ou he roo s of uni y .
THEOREM 4 . Le n be a posi ive in eger, and B 1 , . . ., Bk be non-cons an , square free pairwise
rela ively prime polynomials over he ring Q[x 1 , . . ., x,"] . Then he field
C(X1 , . . .,
x,i)("
Bl, . . ., "
Bk)
is of degree nk over C(x l , . . ., x„,), where C is he complex numbers and " B i deno es any
one of he roo s of y"-Bi = 0 .
In his paper we will make use of he more powerful resul s of Kummer heory o
remove he non-nes ed res ric ions of he previous heorems and o s reng hen hem
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somewha . In par icular we will presen a simple algori hm for genera ing a linearly
independen basis for an arbi rary radical ex ension .
There has been rela ively li le work on denes ing of radicals, bu recen ly Borodin e al.
(1984) developed algori hms for denes ing expressions involving square roo s. Our resul s
of sec ion 3 deal wi h a subse of higher order radicals and presen some insigh in o heir
resul s .
2. Kummer Theory
Le r , . . ., r be ra ional in egers, k a field wi h charac eris ic prime o he r, . Consider
he elemen s of he field K = k(ai 1 "', . . ., a /"^n), where he a i are dis inc and differen from
1 . K can be considered o be a k-vec or space of dimension n =
fl1
r1 wi h basis
Ial lri . . .
06sm Irm I0 < S . < r,} .
However, he degree of K over
r
k can be less han n . For ins ance, k(/5, /3- , /) has
degree 4 over k since T6= .,12-.,,13-. In general, if {(o,} is his naive basis, any of
{a w + . . . + a,,w„Ia ; e k} could be zero . Wha we prove in his sec ion is ha if he cv i are
mul iplica ively independen over k, hen hey are linearly independen . Equivalen ly, all
linear dependencies are genera ed by linear dependencies of wo erms .
The heorems upon which hese resul s are based belong o wha is known as Kummer
heory. In sec ion 2 .1 we shall summarise he relevan resul s we shall need and prove he
general s ruc ure heorem upon which his sec ion is based . For a more horough s udy of
Kummer heory we sugges Ar in & Ta e (1968), Lang (1968b) and Serre (1968) . An
elemen ary version of he proof of he main heorem may be found in he beau iful
monograph by Ar in (1964) .
Sec ion 2 .2 presen s he basic algori hm we use o de ermine he independen basis, and
sec ion 2.3 gives some examples of i s use. The reader unfamiliar wi h Galois heory migh
find i easier o skip immedia ely o sec ion 2 .2 for he main resul s, skipping he proof of
heorem 5 .
2 .1 BASIC KUMMER THEORY
The basic heorems we prove here can be derived by elemen ary echniques, al hough
he proofs will be long and involved . We have chosen o use he echniques of group
cohomology here because he resul ing proofs are simple and shor and more impor an ,
provide he machinery for ex ending hese resul s o more complex algebraic ex ensions .
A summary of he key concep s of group cohomology is con ained in he Appendix .
Le k be a field of charac eris ic 0. Assume k con ains a primi ive n h roo of uni y and
le E" be he subgroup of k* genera ed by n h roo s of uni y in k. Le A be a
mul iplica ively closed subse of k* ha con ains k*" ( he n h powers of elemen s of k*) .
For ins ance, if k = Q, we migh le n = 3 and
A= {a 3bIaek,be{1,2,3,4,6,9, 12, 18, 3611 .
Le K=k(A'/") be he field ob ained by adjoining he n h roo s of elemen s of A o k .
Thus in our example K = k(,
3
2, 031 ) . Since k con ains he hird roo s of uni y, i does no
ma er which cube roo is aken. Once one is included in K, all are included . More
generally, since k con ains a primi ive n h roo of uni y, K is normal over k . Le G be he
Galois group of K over k .
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Because he s ruc ure of he ex ension K/k is so simple, i is easy o de ermine he
s ruc ure of G. The purpose of Kummer heory is o rela e he s ruc ure of G o he
s ruc ure of he A. Firs we will summarise some basic resul s abou he s ruc ure of K/lc
(along he same lines as Ar in & Ta e (1968)) and hen proceed o he main heorem of
Kummer heory .
K is genera ed as a k-module by some subse of A1 "" . Le a be an elemen of A'/" . I s
degree over k is a divisor of n . Le a and c be elemen s of he Galous group G . Since a" is
an elemen of k,
(aa)" = a(a") = a"
Thus, as = ;Q a, where ll Q is an n h roo of uni y. If he degree of a over k in n, hen f Q will
be a primi ive n h roo of uni y. In any case, i is easy o see ha G is abelian,
v'm = 'o l' Ta = I'T 'aa = raa
so G is abelian . Also, for all a e G, a" is he iden i y so he exponen of G is n .
Le E" be he mul iplica ive group of he n h roo s of uni y. We can form he exac
sequence
ip
0 > E,, , K* -> K" -> 0
where he surjec ive map is 9 : ai->a" . The cohomology groups of his sequence ell us
wha we need o know abou G. Firs , we need o de ermine he s ruc ure of H' (G, E„).
A 1-cochain of E,, is a map x : G -> E,, (also called a charac er of G) . Le x be a 1-cocycle
of H 1(G, E„) . Then (see Appendix)
1 = x(a)x(aT) - 'a(x(r)) =
X(II)X(17i) - 'X(T) .
Thus x is a homomorphism of G o E,,, so we may iden ify H'(G, E„) wi h he dual group
of G . If, in addi ion o being an abelian ex ension of k, K is also of fini e degree over k,
hen H1(G, E„) = G .
We now come o he main heorem of his sec ion. The proof is made qui e simple by
using he resul s of group cohomology .
THEOREM 5 . Assume k con ains he n h roo s of uni y, and k*" s A g k* a mnul iplica ively
closed se . G is he Galois group of he normal ex ension K = k(AIM) over k. Then G is
isomorphic o A/k*" . In par icular [K : k] = (A : k*") .
PROOF
. The following sequence is exac
0->E,,--+K*->K*"->0
where he surjec ion is he n h power map. A piece of he corresponding cohomology
sequence is :
	 K*G -*
(K*")G
- H'(G, E„) -* H'(G,
K*)
-+
. . .
By Hilber 's heorem 90, H'(G, K*) = 0. By previous remarks G ^_- H'(G, E„).
K*G
is k*
by he defini ion of he Galois group . Thus we have he exac sequence
. . .-+k*,.4(K*»)G-+G-O
.
And so G =- (K*")G/k*" by he defini ion of exac ness. Since A is con ained in (K
*,,)G ,
((K
* ")G
: k*") % (A : k*")
.
On he o her hand, K may be considered as a k-module spanned by A /"/k* . Thus
[K : k]
(A'/" : k*) = (A : k*") .
Therefore
((K*'l)c
: k*" )
_ (A : k*")
and finally
This heorem shows ha K* is isomorphic o he k module genera ed by n h roo s of
elemen s of A/k*"-which is he basis se required by our firs problem. No ice ha he
s ruc ure of A/k*" can be compu ed using only opera ions over k .
Two examples sugges ed by James Davenpor should be useful in making hese ideas
clearer. Consider he field Q[ 4 4] over Q . Since we are working wi h four h roo s, we
mus have four h roo s of uni y in he ground field . Le k = Q[i] and
K = k[
4
4] = Q[i,
4
4] . We begin ini ially wi h
A={a4blaek,be{1,4, 16,64}}
looking for perfec four h powers . The elemen s of A correspond o
41A-
° ,
4/Al, 4
/4- and
41A- 3
respec ively . Since 16 is a perfec four h power, 1 and 16 are equivalen as are 4 and
64. We can reduce A o {1, 4} . Because of he correspondence be ween 16 and
4/A2
we
know ha
/42
is an elemen of k ; i is C42, for some four h roo of uni y S4, hus
4
4 =
1,A42
. Now we need o de ermine which roo of uni y o use. The minimal
polynomial of
V' IA- is X4-4, hus \/(424 -4 = 0, or Ca-1
= 0. So Q[
4
4] is isomorphic o
ei her Q[.\//-'4"] or Q[.J-2] depending on which four h roo of 4 is mean by '1-4 . This
ambigui y is expec ed because X 4 -4 fac ors in o X2 -2 and X 2 +2 which genera e
differen bu isomorphic fields .
No ice ha in his calcula ion, he s ruc ure of A/k4 is iden ical o he s ruc ure of
A/Q 4 . The in roduc ion of four h roo s of uni y required by heorem 5, was no really
necessary . Even he
b4
needed a he las s ep was only a square roo of uni y which is an
elemen of Q. This is no always he case .
For ins ance, consider he wo fields Q[/-4] and Q[/-9]. Though superficially
hey look qui e similar, hey have very differen s ruc ure. Since X 4 +9 is irreducible,
Q[ -9] is of degree 4 over Q. Bu ,
X4 +4 = (X 2 -2X+2)(X 2 +2X+2)
so Q[
4
4] only has degree 2 over Q .
The residue groups for hese wo fields are, respec ively :
A_4 ={a4bIaek,be{1,-4,16,-64}} A_ 9 ={a4bIaek,be{1,-9,81,-729}} .
When considered modulo Q4 here are wo problems . Firs , how do we correla e he fac
ha [QW -9] : Q] is four wi h he fac ha he residue group is of order 2? Second, bo h
residue groups are of order 2 since 16 and 81 are perfec four h powers, and ye hey have
radically differen s ruc ure .
Consider he firs problem. How can Q[
4
-9] be of degree four over Q when i s
residue group is of order 2? Again, k is no Q bu Q[i], and he residue group gives he
s ruc ure of K = Q[i, ./-9] over k . Since 81 (-9)2 is a perfec four h power in k, we
know ha /-92 = '43, or J-9 = v/ 43 .
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To de ermine which roo of uni y is needed we again subs i u e 3fC 4 in o X4 + 9 = 0 .
Thus ~4+ 1 = 0, so
b4
mus be a primi ive four h roo of uni y. This field is of degree 2
over k and is genera ed by 3i .
Now we need o look a A _ 4 modulo k4 . Unlike A_ 9 all he elemen s of A _ 4 are perfec
four h powers since (1 + i)4
w -4. So ./-4 = ± 1 + i, depending on which four h roo of
uni y is chosen .
Unfor una ely, he echniques discussed require he n h roo s of uni y be in k. If k does
no con ain he n h roo s of uni y i can be enlarged o a new field k' which does, and hen
heorem 5 can be applied o Kk' over k' ( his is how we handled Q(
4
/'-' above). Since k' is)
an algebraic ex ension of k, i will be more significan ly more difficul o compu e he
s ruc ure of A/k'*" han A/k*" . Some imes, however, he s ruc ure of Kk' over k' can be
deduced from AM". In par icular, A/k'*" is equal o A/k*" if K n k' is equal o k . This can
be seen from he following heorem from Lang (1968a) .
THEOREM 6
. Le F1 , F2 and k be subfields of some common field, F r a Galois ex ension of k
and F 2 and arbi rary ex ension of k . F 1 is Galois over F 1 n F 2 and F1 F2 is Galois over F2 .
Fur hermore, he Galois group of F 1 over F1 n F
2
isomorphic o he Galois group of F1 F2
over F2 .
Here we iden ify F 1 wi h k' and K wi h F2 .
The reason for he complica ions in he las wo problems was ha he in ersec ions
be ween Q[i] and Q[ J-4] and Q[ J-9] was grea er han Q. Tha is, he in ersec ion
be ween K and k' was no k .
The following corollary gives one case where K n k' mus be equal o k . We le cp(r) be
he Euler (p-func ion ( he number of in egers less han r ha are rela ively prime o r) . I is
well known ha he degree of he ex ension genera ed by a primi ive r h roo of uni y
over Q is q5(r) .
COROLLARY . Le r be a ra ional in eger ha is rela ively prime o cp(r). Le
K = k(ai/", . . ., a,11 /r) and A = {ai'
. .
. a;X5110
<
31 <r} ,
hen he degree of K over k is (A : k*") .
PROOF . Le k'= k( ',), where 1'r is a primi ive r h roo of uni y . k' is a Galois ex ension of k .
By he previous proposi ion Kk' is Galois over K, and he Galois groups of Kk'/K and
k'/K n k' are isomorphic. The degree of k' over k mus divide 0(r) . Since r and 0(r) are
rela ively prime, [k' : k] is rela ively prime o [K : k], and so he in ersec ion of K and k' is
k . Applying he las heorem o he ex ension K'/k' we have he corollary . E]
There has been o her work in developing a heory of radical ex ensions ha does no
require he ex ensions o be Galois . Kneser (1975) has charac erised which roo s of uni y
are ac ually necessary in he following heorem .
THEOREM 7 . Le K/k be a separable ex ension and le M be a subgroup of K* such
ha
[Mk* : k*] is fini e. Then
[K(M) : k] = [Mk* : k*]
if and only if (i) for all primes p, Cp 6 k*M implies 1;, e k and 1 + ;4
e k*M .
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In his heorem M corresponds o AI/" in heorem 5. A proof and discussion of heorem
7 and Capelli's heorem ( heorem 1) are con ained in Schinzel (1982) . O her rela ed
heorems have been presen ed by Hal er-Koch (1980) .
2 .2 . GENERAL REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
In he general case of simplifying mul iply nes ed radicals we have a ower of abelian
ex ensions ha may be refined so ha
K=K,,,
:D
K,,,_1
:D
. . .
=) K0 = k
each of which is of he form
K . ---
K1
1/r, /~1/r,
-1(~i1
,
. . .,
Nin,
)
where he $,j are elemen s of K 1 and we require ei her ha (ip(r ), r i ) = 1 or ha K,_ 1
con ains a primi ive r, h roo of uni . The algori hm we presen relies heavily upon
fac oring over K, _ 1 . Since algebraic fac oring is so expensive i is advisable o minimise
he heigh of he ower from K o k .
By he main heorem of he previous sec ion we saw ha he degree of he ex ension
K,/K,_ 1 could be compu ed . In his sec ion we shall show ha his compu a ion also
leads o he cons ruc ion of a K ._ 1 -algebra basis for K i . Given hese bases for each
ex ension in he ower, i is rivial o cons ruc he basis for K over k. So we need only
consider he simple case of an ex ension of he form K = k(ai/", . . ., (X
I
")
Clearly A = {a•1 . . . a;'10 < si < r} is a group under mul iplica ion modulo he elemen s
a ;. By he resul s of he las sec ion we can de ermine he degree of K over k by
de ermining he subgroup of A ha is free of r h powers of elemen s of k, i .e . A' = A n k*" .
Fur hermore, he r h roo s of elemen s of A' spans K as a k-algebra and is he basis of K
we are looking for. Since A' is a subgroup of A can be wri en as
A'={al, . .
.a;110<S.<ri}
where he r, are less han or equal o r and some may be equal o 1. We can hen wri e K
as k(ail" , . . ., a
l
/"') .
We can de ermine whe her 0 n k is a perfec r h power by looking for a linear fac or
x-a. of x"-0 . This is done by fac oring Xr-0 over k using one of he algebraic fac oring
algori hms, Ro hschild & Weinberger (1977), Trager (1976), Wang (1976) . The algori hm
presen ed by Trager (1976), an improvemen of one presen ed by van der Waerden (1964),
permi s fac oring over an arbi rary func ion field .
Now assume ha we can de ermine ha an elemen of A is a perfec r h power. We
wri e a ,& b if a/b is a perfec r h power. Any elemen ha is a perfec r h power genera es
a subgroup of perfec r h powers. Consider he following example : le l = 3, r = 6 and
assume all he r, are also 6 . A has 6 x 6 x 6 = 216 elemen s. If we discover ha a2 az is a
perfec six h power, hen we also have
(a1a2) 2 ~ a
(aiaz) 3 az
(
06
2 3)4 . 2
1a2a1
(a
2 3)5 - 4 3
1 a2 a1 a2
All are perfec six h powers ; ha is, a 1 is a perfec cube and a 2 is a perfec square . Thus
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al ax genera es he subgroup
{ 1, ai,
0[4,
x , aiai, aiai} .
Removing his subgroup reduces he order of A by a fac or of 6 .
There are many echniques available for finding he "quo ien group" as i is called . We
presen one ha is par icularly sugges ive in our case . Wi h no a ion as before, each of he
ai (1 <, i < n) are of order r i . Le al" . . . a{" be an elemen of O 1 ha is a perfec r h power
in k and assume m i 0 0. Le w be he solu ion of
(r 1, m 1 )
.__ w(r1 -m1 ) mod r 1 .
If (r 1 , in,) is no 1 hen i divides bo h r1 -m l and r 1 . Thus he solu
ion of he equa ion is
w -_ (rl,'
ml)
mod
rl
(r1 - m1) (i'1, m1)
Using his value of w,
(m2 . Mn w
rl-m, (r,,m )
((X
M2
arr
) (a1 )w a 1
and we have reduced a l 's order o (r 1 , in,) . No ice ha his equa ion gives a new
polynomial ha a l mus sa isfy of lower degree han any ha has occurred before . We
also know ha
(al,
a
1z (a z . . .
so we may repea he procedure wi h his smaller expression and ob ain fur her
reduc ions. This resul s in a sequence of polynomial equali ies of he form
Pi(ai) = a
;'
-J(ai+ 1,
. . ., a n ) = 0
where he produc of he s i is he degree of he ex ension. Thus each of he P, mus be
irreducible .
In summary his algori hm consis s of wo par s. The firs , and mos ime consuming
por ion, de ermines which elemen s of A are ac ually perfec r h powers. The second
phase akes each of hese elemen s of A and de ermines a lis of new minimal polynomials
for some of he a, ha comprise he perfec r h power. The following loose algori hmic
descrip ion should clarify he de ails of his algori hm. We define wo procedures here,
Find-i h-powers and Reduce-A. Find-r h-powers is he driver ; i searches hrough A o find
hose elemen s ha are r h powers and hen calls Reduce-A for each r h power i finds o
reduce A modulo ha elemen . To aid in he search Find-r h-powers main ains an array,
Table wi
h one loca ion
A,ab,e(y)
for each elemen y of A indica ing one of he following :
1 . y is known o be a perfec r h power,
2. y is known no o be a perfec r h power, or
3 . i is no known whe her y is a perfec r h power or no .
Ini ially all he elemen s of
A able
are in s a e (3) . No ice ha if A able(Y)
indica es s a e
(1), hen A able(Y) = A able(Y`) for all i . If A able(Y)
indica es s a e (2), hen A ab,e(Y) = A able(Y`)
for all i rela ively prime o r .
Algori hm Find-r h-powers akes as inpu : a lis of l variables y i and corresponding
elemen s of k, a i , and in eger r. The y i represen he radicals r ai . This algori hm re urns
a lis of minimal polynomials for he y i such ha he produc of heir degrees is
[k(y1,
. . .,
y,)
: k] .
1 . [Ini ialisa ion]. A ab,e is an I dimensional able of order r in each dimension . Se each
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elemen of l o s a e (3) . Min-polys o a lis of he minimal polynomials ha he y i
sa isfies . Se i o he polynomials X, -a i for 1 <_ i < 1 , r i is he order of y, . Se r i = r .
2. [Loop] . While here is m,, m,,	in, wi h each m, less han r l and such ha
A able(ml ,
m2 , . . ., m,) indica es s a e (3) perform he following wo s eps. Finally
re urn Min-polys .
3. [Check r h power] . For all posi ive k less han r se
(Arable
(km, mod r,, . . ., km, mod ri)) o (1) if (x" . a ;" is a perfec r h power. If no , hen
for all posi ive k less han r and rela ively prime o r se
Alable(kml mod r,,
. . ., km, mod I • i) o (2) .
4. [Upda e
Arable] .
Call Reduce-A wi h m,, . . ., in, o reduce he degree of some of he
minimal polynomials .
Algori hm Reduce-A akes as argumen s Ink , . . ., in/ corresponding o y = ak" • ak",
where he order of he ai is r r . I fac ors ou he subgroup genera ed by y from A .
1 . [De ermine w] . Se w = (r k, mk)/(rk-ink) mod r k/(rk , Ink ) .
2 . [Upda e Min-Polys] . Make Xk"k''kr
i
ak+1
V
° ' '
• a""" reduced modulo he rela ions
in Min-Polys be he new minimal polynomial for a k and add i o Min-Polys. The
coefficien of he cons an erm will be an rk h roo of uni y. Jus which one is
de ermined by he echnique of he las sec ion or by knowledge of which branch
was aken by ak .
3 . [Recurse] . Call Reduce-A wi h
mk+lrk/(mk, rk), mk+2r'k/(mk, r'k),
. . ., rnlrk/(rnk,
r'k)
o reduce he o her a ; .
The mos ime-consuming por ion of his algori hm is de ermining which of he
elemen s A are ac ually perfec r h powers. In general i will only be necessary o
de ermine if approxima ely 11,(1+d(r)) elemen s of A are perfec r h powers where d(n) is
he number of divisors of n . Thus o find a k(air . . ., akI") we will need o de ermine if
roughly (1 +log r)k elemen s of A are perfec r h powers. Since no every elemen ried will
be an r h power, i appears ha he algebraic fac oring s ep will domina e. So any
improvemen s o s ep 3 of Find-r h-powers would lead o drama ic improvemen s in he
algori hm .
If k is a Euclidean domain and K = k(" a,, . .
r
a„) hen we can compu e he basis by
only aking GCD's . This is he ype of problem ha Caviness and Fa eman can handle,
and his is he way hey handle i . Caviness & Fa eman (1976) cover his horoughly, bu
no e ha by our heorem heir echniques are valid in any unique fac orisa ion domain in
which gcd's can be compu ed effec ively . If k is no a unique fac orisa ion domain,
however, and if p p2 = p3 p4 are four irreducible elemen s of k, hen he four radicals " pi
are no independen .
2 .3 . EXAMPLES
Here we presen a few examples of he usage of his echnique. Firs , le k = Q and
K = k(,/2- , /'3- , /6- ) ; a, = 2, a
2
= 3, and a3 = 6 . The elemen s of A and heir
corresponding m, are
(0,0,0)=1 (1,1,0)=6
(1,0,0)=2 (1,0,1)=12
(0,1,0)=3 (0,1,1)=18
(0, 0,1) = 6 (1,1,1) = 36
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The only elemen of A ha is a perfec square is 36 . So we have
06
1 a 2 a 3 = 36 ~, 1 .
This can be rewri en as
36-1a1a2a3 = ai
-1 = a 1 .
So we can wri e he minimal polynomial for
-,/Cc
as X;-36 -1aia2 a 3 . The new minimal
polynomial for -1/0C, = /2- is now
0 = X1-36 -l a1a2a3
`Y1
4
36 a2 a3
= X1-3~
/6-
,
Now r 1 = 1 and we see he degree of he ex ension is ac ually 4 .
Now a more complex example . Le k=Q[J-5], and
K=k[,/2-,,/-3, JI+J-S, J1-J-5] .
No ice ha 2, 3, 1 +,,1-5 and 1- .,/--5 are all primes in k, bu fur hermore, k is no a
unique fac orisa ion domain . Examining A for his domain we discover ha
2 . 3 • (1 + .J-5) • (1- J-5) = 36 = 6 2 e k* 2
This leads o he rela ionship
,/ -J-5 =
1-
6
-5
.Jz,~.JI
+J
-5.
3. Denes ing Radicals
In he las sec ion we presen ed an algori hm ha de ermined a basis for a field
consis ing of radicals . This algori hm did no consider possible simplifica ions of he
radicals hemselves . Wha we will do in his sec ion is presen he coup de gras of radical
simplifica ion, denes ing radicals . Though denes ing radicals does no make hem much
easier o compu e wi h, he beau y of he resul ing simplifica ions jus ifies i s s udy .
Typical of hese very non- rivial simplifica ions is he following problem of Ramanujan
(1927)
V 3
2 - 1
=3
9
-3
9+
3
9 ( 1 )
The lef -hand side is he cube roo of he field K = Q(
3
2). The righ -hand side is an
elemen of he field Q( 3 2,
3
3), which is a composi um ofK and F = Q(
3
3). Firs no ice
ha
3
2-1 is no a perfec cube in K . This can be seen by looking a he image of K in
Z/31 Z .
X3
-2 spli s in o linear fac ors modulo 31 . The images
O f X2_ 3
\/ 1.+1 are all
irreducible modulo 31 . Equivalen we could use an algebraic fac oring algori hm o show
ha x3 - + 1 is irreducible over Q(
3
2) .
One of he key poin s o no e abou (1) is ha while 2-1 is no a perfec cube in K,
91V3 /1Q_ - 9 is. In he firs sec ion of his sec ion we prove a general s ruc ure heorem ha
makes his observa ion precise. Using his heorem we are able o produce a necessary
condi ion for a mul iply nes ed radical o denes and we use i as he basis of an algori hm
which we presen in he second sec ion. Using his algori hm and o her heuris ics we
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produce a number of in eres ing examples ha are presen ed in he hird sec ion. These
examples are general formulae ha may be used in place of he more complica ed
algori hm .
3 .1
. THE STRUCTURE THEOREM
In his sec ion we produce a s ruc ure heorem ha indica es when a field of nes ing
level n can be mapped isomorphically o a field of nes ing level n - 1 . To be precise
consider he following ower of fields
/L = KF\
K \ /
F
k=KnF
where L is he composi um of he fields K and F. The following heorem is useful (Lang,
1968a) .
THEOREM 8 . Le K, F, k and L be as above, L Galois over K . Then F is Galois over k and
he Galois group (!/'L over K is isomorphic o he Galois group of F over k .
Now assume ha L = K(" a) . We can now prove he main heorem of his sec ion .
THEOREM 9 . Assume K is an ex ension of, afield ha con ains a primi ive r h roo of uni y
b r . L is a simple radical ex ension of K, K(" a) for some a in K . If here exis s a field F,
such ha he in ersec ion of K and F is k and L = KF, hen here exis s a
l3
e k such ha a/3
is an elemen of K*". Fur hermore, F = k(" /3) .
PROOF . Since K con ains a primi ive r h roo of uni y L/K is a normal ex ension, and hus
F/k is also normal. Le G be he Galois group of L/K . The au omorphisms of L ha fix K
are hose ha send " a o Thus F is cyclic over k, and by he corollary o Hilber 's
heorem 90, F is genera ed by " y where y is an elemen of k. Le a be a genera or of G
such ha a( )
= S p "
a and a(" y) = Za " y
. L = K(" y) and [L: K] is equal o [F : k] so
" y is of degree r over K. Therefore, Z,
mus be a primi ive roo of uni y. There is an in
such ha 'a'( = 1 and Zam is a primi ive n h roo of uni y. Le ing " # be (" y)°' we have
d( r
/3)= an~~Qr a" ~=
"a"
~
Thus " a is fixed by G and mus be in K. So a f3 is an elemen of K*". Also,
F=k(,/y"')=k(" /3). Q
As an example of he use of his heorem consider J5 + 2\, K = Q(J6) . The only
proper subfield of K is Q so K n F = Q = k . We are looking for an elemen /3, of Q, for
which /3(5+2 6) is a perfec square (a+b/)Z. We would hen have he denes ing
J5+2.,/6- =
a+bV16-
Trying a few small in egers we see ha
2(5 + 1,/6- ) = (2 + 6) and 3(5 + 2,/
"
6-) = (3 + J6)2 .
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These lead o he denes ings
and
f 5+2~,/6 -- 2,6 = +~
JS+2 = 3	= +~.
In he general quadra ic case we wan o find a denes ing for . Jp+ .,,12-. By heorem 9
here mus be a /3 and ao, a l such ha
f(p + lq-) = (a,+ a l ,,Iq-) 2 .
By equa ing he coefficien s of lq-° and -,q i , we ge wo equa ions in hree variables
ao , a l and /3 . Since ao, a i and /3 are elemen s of a field we may assume al = I o reduce he
equa ions o
ap = ao + q, /3 = 2ao
or /~
N 2-
4/3p+4q = 0 .
For his polynomial in /3 o have a linear fac or, i s discriminan mus be a perfec square,
ha is p2 -q mus be a perfec square . Le ing d
2
=p 2 -q, we have /3=2(p±d) and
ao = p ± d . This gives a denes ing of Jp + lq- as
1
Jp+ .,Iq = (p±d+,,Iq)
\/2(p± d)
By replacing
_'Iq
by \p 2 -d 2 we have he following classic denes ing formula
,lp+ lq- =
p+d p-d
2 2-'
No ice ha he denes ings ha are produced by he heorem will occur in L, an
ex ension of degree r over K . There may be denes ings which only occur in fields of higher
degree. One example of his ype of denes ing is
/12+5,/6- = V12- 4 6+~,/3-~6.
We have been unable o provide a necessary and sufficien condi ion for when such
denes ing occurs . However, close examina ion of his par icular example reveals ano her
ype denes ing s ruc ure .
Al hough here is no in eger /3 such ha (3(12+5,) is a perfec square
3 (12+5~) = 10+4~ = (2+6-)2 .
Al hough we could no find an elemen in Q by which o mul iply 12+5\ o ge a
perfec square, here was a monomial in Q(/) ha could be used .
As a consequence we make he following conjec ure which we believe comple ely
charac erises when a simple radical expression can be denes ed .
CONJECTURE
. Le K = k(y i , . . ., y,), where each of he yj are radicals, F be he composi um
of simple radical ex ensions of k. Le a be an elemen of K . If ~" is an elemen ofKF (can
be denes ed), hen here exis in egers s i and elemen /3 e k such ha yi' • y7' fa is an
elemen of K*' .
3 .2 . DENESTING FORMULAE FOR SQUARE ROOTS
The mos common radicals ha occur in calcula ions seem o be square roo s . In his
sec ion we will men ion a few curious denes ing resul s ha are derivable from our general
s ruc ure heorem .
Firs le us examine a sligh generalisa ion of he quadra ic denes ing formula discussed
in he previous sec ion . Le A, B and q be elemen s of a field k . We are looking for a
denes ing of .JA+B,/q . We again assume here is a /3 e k such ha
$(A+BJ) = (a o + f)2.
Now he equa ions we mus solve are
#A = ao + q and /3B = 2a o .
Using he same echniques we discover ha A 2 -qB2 ( he norm of A+BJ) mus be a
perfec square, d2 . Then
/3 =
BZ
(A±d),
	
ao = (A±d) .
Choosing he posi ive sign
z
~A+B~ =
LB
(A+d)+~] 2(A+d)
-
[A+d+
•/
A2-d2]
-1/
2 (A + d)
A+d +
2 -
where he sign of he second square roo depends on he sign of B . Bo h denes ings given
on he righ -hand side above are useful .
If A2 - B2q is no a perfec square, we nex ry looking for a /3 such ha /3(A q + Bq) is
a perfec square. Tha is having discovered ha .JA+B/ does no denes in a simple
quadra ic ex ension of K k(/) we now look for a quar ic ex ension in which i denes s .
Now we assume ha B2g 2 -A 2q is a perfec square d 2 . Now, we can wri e 1A+B/
as
.~A+Blq- _ 1 lBq+Af
1 [Bq+d±lq-]	1
q / 2(Bq + d)
[q (Bq+d) q3+
4
q] 4 B 1
+ d( q ) 2
q `l4(Bq+d)2
+ 2(Bq+d) ~/4(Bq+d)
2
g
1 a!		1
4q(Bq+d)
2s
+2(Bq+d) 4/ 4q(Bq+d)2 .
2(Bq + d)
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This final formula can be rewri en as
_1/A+B =	1	(,~4q(Bq+d) +~14q(Bq+d) 2,
2(Bq + d)
No ice ha we have denes ed a radical in a quar ic ex ension of k, L ha is no a
quadra ic ex ension of K. In fac
L n K = k . This gives us wo denes ing formulae for
expressions involving wo square roo s. Borodin e al. (1984) demons ra e ha hese are
he only ways in which expressions involving square roo s can be denes ed . This also
lends some suppor o he conjec ure a he end of sec ion 3 .1 .
The Galois s ruc ure K = k(a) = k(JA+B.J) can also be used o de ermine he
denes ings of radicals on cer ain occasions . Firs , under wha circums ances is K normal
over k? This will happen when a = JA-B/ is an elemen of K . Since
a A 2 -B2
q
if a is in K, hen
V
IA'-B2q mus also be in K . In par icular, if A 2-B 2q is a perfec
square, hen K is a normal ex ension of k of degree 4 . Thus he Galois group of K over k
is ei her C4 or C2 X
C2 . By Hilber 's heorem 90, if he Galois group were C 4 , here would
be an elemen a in k such ha
4
a e K. We leave i o he reader o verify ha his is
possible only when A = 0 .
Since he Galois group is C2 x C 2 , here are wo subfields fixed by each of he order 2
subgroups . These subfields are genera ed by ,IA ±d .
3 .3 . GENERAL DENESTING FORMULAE
I is easy o ex end he echniques of he las sec ion o ex ensions of k of arbi rary
degree. Unfor una ely, he sys ems of equa ions can become qui e unwieldy when he
degree is very large . In general we wish o denes he expression /a 0+ . . + a„ _ 1 a" -1
where a is an algebraic variable of degree n and where a o + , • • +a,, - 1 a"-1 is an elemen
of K. Le i be an elemen of a subfield of K whose r h roo causes he radical o denes .
Then we are looking for solu ions of he sys em of equa ions
+a,,-,Y`)
= (x0+
. . . + x _ 1a
")r
where he x, and /3 mus all lie in some proper subfield of K . Since one of he x, mus be
non-zero we may assume i is 1 . This would lead o n equa ions in he n-1 variables x,
and /3. In general we may no know which of he x, is no zero. However, he sys em of
equa ions is homogeneous . Since we are looking for solu ions which lie in a field, he
ex ra inde ermina e does no cause any problems. Using he s andard elimina ion
echniques, we will be lef wi h a homogeneous polynomial in wo variables for which we
wan a linear fac or .
Ramanujan (1957) has de ermined a number of very general formulae along hese lines .
Among he mos in eres ing are
1Y(m2
+mn+n2), /(in -n)(m+2n)(2m+n) + 3mn 2 +n3 -m3
m-n)(m+2n) 2 3 (2m+n)(m-n)2 (in +2n)(2m+n) 2
9
_	
9 9
Jm 4ni-$n+nJ4m+n =3( ./(4m+n)2+/4(m-2n)(4m+n)-Z/2(m-2n)2)-
These amazing examples illus ra e he skill of one of he grea es algebraic manipula ors
of all ime. Our echnique for denes ing radicals of he form .J
3
q_-+p leads o a
polynomial of degree 24, from which we are expec ed o divine he appropria e
polynomials for p and q for which i has a polynomial zero ; e .g . a wen y-four h degree
polynomial diophan ine problem in hree variables . Needless o say, here are no general
echniques which apply . This is unfor una e since i would be desirable o show ha hese
wo iden i ies are he only denes ing formulae of heir ype. This was shown in he case of
he quadra ic denes ing formula of he previous sec ion .
However, we are able o conjec ure how someone wi h a very fer ile imagina ion migh
produce formulae like hese. No ice ha he form alb+b
2
c+c
2
a may be wri en as
1
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Pc 1 + b3 + bac 3 ]
where a is abc . In view of he heorem of he preceding sec ion his looks like a good
candida e for a denes ed radical if we le a, b and c be cube roo s. Replacing a, b and c by
heir cube roo s and cubing he resul ing form we ge
3 3 a( 3 a(a+b+c)+ab+be+ac)+a zb+b2c+ace +6abc,
Thus aking a+b+c o be zero we ge an in eres ing radical which will denes , and which
is ac ually a generalisa ion of Ramanujan's
,/3Jab(a+b)-(b3 +6ab2 +3ba2 -a3)= Ja2b-/b2(a + b) + /a(a + b)2
.
Taking a = in -n and b = in + 2n, and removing a fac or of 9 from he lef -hand side we
ge he firs of Ramanujan's iden i ies. The second iden i y can be derived by a similar bu
more difficul echnique .
3 .4 . EXAMPLES OF THE DENESTING ALGORITHM
Firs , we will finish up he solu ion of Shank's problem :
Jl l +2 29+ .J16-2./29+2 55-10 J29 = /22+2J+15- .
Wi h his problem we mus be careful as o which field we consider o be k . We will
indica e k by saying a denes s over k. We need o denes he riply nes ed radical. (The
doubly nes ed ones canno be denes ed (over Q) by he quadra ic formula, and hus hey
canno be denes ed a all.) Deno e he riply nes ed radical by a and he doubly nes ed
radical i con ains by /3 . We firs no ice ha
a
canno be denes ed over Q . The field
Q(J29, /3) has wo subfields . We judiciously ry denes ing a over Q(j29) . Using he
quadra ic denes ing formula
d2 = (16-2.J29)2 -4(55-10 29) = 152-24,J29 .
Now all we need do is de ermine if 152-24.J29 is a perfec square in Q( 29) . Using
algebraic fac oring (or denes ing /152-24,//29 over Q) we see ha d = ±(6-2 29) .
Thus
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as desired .
16-2 29+d + J16-2 2 29-d -
/I I -2/29+f.
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Consider he firs problem given in he in roduc ion : -1 . Here we seek x 0 , x,, x 2
such ha
3 3
x0-+ 1
3
2+x2
~/ -1	
3
a
	 .
Assuming x o o be I and equa ing like coefficien s of
equa ions
-/1 = 2xz-12x 1 x2 -x;-4,
a
= 6x2-3x1x 2 -6x 1 ,
0 = -3x 1 x2-6x 2 -3xi .
Elimina ing /3 from he firs wo equa ions, and hen elimina ing x 2 from he remaining
wo equa ions, we ge he following equa ion which x 1 mus sa isfy
x9_9X7
- 6x 6 + 54x 5 + 36x4- 96x 3 -108x 2 -36x-8
whose only ra ional zeroes are -1 and 2 . A similar polynomial may be deduced for x 2 .
This polynomial has roo s 1 and -2. If on he o her hand we were o elimina e x 1 and x2
we would ge a polynomial of degree 20 . This polynomial has 9, 18 and 36 as i s ra ional
zeroes . To ge he denes ing from jus his we mus fac or x 3 -9( 3 2-1) over Q( 3 2)
x 3 -9(
3/,)
_ 1) =(x-(1-
3F
+
3 3))(x 2 +(1- 2+
3
3)x+3 4-3) .
And finally
/3
3 g
3
g+
3
g .
4. Conclusions
In his paper we have given a shor synopsis of Kummer heory and have shown how i
can be used o permi compu a ions in algebraic fields defined by radicals . We have also
presen ed a s ruc ure heorem ha indica es cer ain condi ions for when radicals can be
denes ed. The algori hms ha follow from hese wo resul s are powerful enough o
simplify a vas number of differen radical expressions . General formulae have been given
for he more common simplifica ions .
Two of he mos impor an problems o be solved in his field are de ermining he
s ruc ure of radical ex ensions ha do no con ain roo s of uni y where he resul s of
Hal er-Koch (1980) will probably be useful, and de ermining if he conjec ure s a ed a
he end of sec ion 3 .1 is rue .
Discussions wi h Barry Trager and Joel Moses proved invaluable in developing hese resul s . I
would also like o acknowledge discussions and commen s from Dave Bar on, Alan Bawden, Alan
Borodin, Richard Fa eman, Gary Miller and Gerry Roylance .
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Appendix 1. Group Cohomology
Group cohomology is a deep and beau iful branch of ma hema ics. Originally
in roduced by Gro hendieck (1957), i has been pu o impor an use in algebraic number
heory and algebraic geome ry. Presen a ions we have found informa ive include Lang
(1968b, c), Scha z (1972) and Serre (1968) . In order o make he presen a ion here
somewha self-con ained we have simplified many of he resul s. In par icular, we have
assumed he Galois groups used are fini e ra her han profini e .
We begin wi h some algebraic defini ions. Le A, B and C be modules and le f and g be
homomorphisms
ALBaC.
This sequence of modules and homomorphisms is said o be exac a B if he image off'
(f(A)) is equal o he kernel of g (elemen s of B mapped o he iden i y in C). We use 0 o
represen he module of one elemen , he iden i y . If he sequence
O-+A-f->B-+C-O
is exac , hen he map f is an injec ion (only he iden i y of A is mapped o he iden i y in
B) and g is a surjec ion (every elemen of C is he image of some elemen of B) .
The goal behind group cohomology is o produce a map 6 and a S fu w or H- (-) wi h
he following proper y. Given an exac sequence of modules
0-+A->B-i' C-+0
we can compu e a corresponding infini e exac sequence of groups
-4 HP(C)
a,
HP(A) ->
•
HP(B) --
: HP(C)
.b,
HP
+ (A) . . .
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The s ruc ure of he cohomology groups gives a grea deal of insigh in o he modules .
The exac sequence hey are par of is a powerful ook for proving resul s abou he
s ruc ure of he modules. The main heorems of Kummer heory resul from degree
argumen s on a small sec ion of a cohomology sequence .
We begin by defining he cohomology groups . Le G be a fini e mul iplica ive group
and A an addi ive group upon which G ac s. We call A a G-module if he map G x A-> A
ha sends (a, a) o as and sa isfies he following condi ions .
1 . 1 . a = a where 1 is he iden i y elemen of G .
2 . a(a+a')=as+aec' .
3. (o r)(a) = a(ra) .
If K is a Galois ex ension of k wi h Galois group G, he ac ion of G on K induces a
G-module s ruc ure on K. The elemen s of G will be deno ed by a, .
Le G" deno e he Car esian produc of G wi h i self n imes . G° is he se wi h one
elemen , {01 . Assume ha A is a G-module . We define he n-cochains of A, C"(G, A) o be
he se of maps from G" o A. The cochains form a group under he addi ion opera ion
(f+g)(C1,
. . ., a„) =J(a 1 , . . ., an)+g(C1,
. . ., an)
where f and
g
are cochains. The elemen of C"(G, A) ha maps G" o he iden i y of A is
he iden i y elemen of he group. Thus C°(G, A) is isomorphic o A.
Given an exac sequence
0-->A->B-+ C-+0
i is easy o show ha here is a sequence of exac sequences
0 --> C" C"(G, A) - C"(G, B) -- C"(G, C) .
To cons ruc he infini e cohomology sequence we wan o find a map ha connec s
n-cochains o n+ 1-cochains . The map we are looking for is deno ed by 5 . Define he map
S : C"(G A) -> C"
+
1 (G, A) by
(af)(a1,
. . .,
an+1)
= a1fa2, . . ., an+ )
If
+
E (-l)
jf(a1, . . ., CjCj+1)
. . .,
Cn+1)+("-1),l+1f(a1 ., a„) .
j=1
This map has been carefully chosen so ha 62f= 0 .
By an n-cocycle we mean an elemen of he kernel of 6 :C"--+C"+' and by an
n-coboundary an elemen of he image of 6 :C'-'--->C" . The n-cocycles (Z" (G, A)) and
n-coboundaries (B"(G, A)) are groups . The 0-cocyle group is defined o be he rivial
group . Since 82f= 0, he n-coboundary group is a subgroup of he n-cocycle group . The
n h cohomology group (H"(G, A)) is he quo ien group of he cocyles by he coboundaries .
Le f be a 0-cochain . Then df is a 1-cochain and is defined by
(bf)(a) = Cf0-JO •
f is a 0-cocycle if 8f= 0 . Tha is, for all a e G
a1O -A) = 0
.
This means ha he elemen of A ha corresponds o he cocycle f is invarian under a .
Thus he 0-cocycle group is isomorphic o he elemen s of A ha are fixed by G, which is
wri en AG . Since he 0-coboundary group is rivial, we have
C°(G, A) ^-- H ° (G, A)
w
AG .
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The 1-cocycles and 1-coboundaries are more complex . .f is a 1-cocycle if
0 = (r?})(cr, r) = af(T)-f(aT)+.1(Q),
i .e . f(aT) = of(r) +f(a) . If we iden ify he 0-cochains wi h he elemen s of A, hen ,f is a
1-coboundary if f(u) = ua-a for every a and some fixed a e A (a 0-cochain)
corresponding o f.
If k is a field, hen k* will be used o represen he mul iplica ive subgroup of k, i .e . he
non-zero elemen s of k . We shall le k" represen he se of n h powers of elemen s of k .
No ice ha G" is he car esian produc when G is a group .
Le K be an algebraic ex ension of k and G he Galois group of K over k . There are wo
G modules of K ha lead o in eres ing cohomologies . The addi ive group of K is a G
module and leads o a cohomology sequence H+(G, -) . For our purposes we will be
more in eres ed in he G module formed by he mul iplica ive group K* .
Now he cocycle and coboundary condi ions need o be wri en mul iplica ively ra her
han addi ively. Le f e C° (G, K*) . Then ,f is a 0-cocycle if
1= (af)(a) _ ))
.
Once again, we see ha he 0-cocycles are isomorphic o he elemen s of K* lef fixed by
G and H°(G, K*) = K*G .
The 1-cocycles are hose [a C'(G, K*) such ha
1 = Of)(a, T) =
f i)
Au),
i .e . f uc) _ (af(T))f(a) .
f
is a 1-coboundary if here exis s an a in K* corresponding o ,f
such ha for every a, f(u) = as/a . This is he mul iplica ive formula ion of group
cohomology .
Now ha we have comple e charac erisa ions of he zero h cohomology groups, our
nex problem is o s udy he firs cohomology groups . The firs major resul is a famous
heorem due o Hilber (1897) ha charac erises he firs cohomology group when G is
cyclic .
THEOREM Al . (Hilber 's heorem 90) Le K/k be a cyclic normal ex ension and a a genera or
of he Galois group of K over k. Ifan elemen a of K has norm 1 here is an elemen b ofK
such ha a = blab .
Wha does his say abou he cohomology group of K*? Le a be a genera or of G andf
be a 1-cocycle. Then
f(ar) =f(uar-1) = a
.
( f(dr
-1 11~Y6),
f is fully specified by he value off(Q), which is an elemen of K*. Le he degree of K over
k be n. Then o' =1 and
1=ff") = a(f a"-1))f(a')
= u2( a?1 2))a(.f(a))/la)
= a
."-1(fla.))a"-2(J1a))
.
.,f(~)
= Norm (f(u))
Thus he 1-cocycles are hose cochains ha map a o an elemen of K wi h norm 1 . The
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s a emen ha his elemen can be wri en in he form b/ab is equivalen o saying ha f is
also a 1-coboundary . Thus Hilber 's heorem 90 says ha H'(G, K*) = 0 when G is cyclic .
Noe her's generalisa ion is ha he firs cohomology group is zero as long as K/k is
normal .
THEOREM A2 . Le L/K be a normal ex ension . If a map a-*j(o) of G(L/K) in o L* sa isfies
he condi ion f(ac)=f(u)Qf(r) for all a, r e G, hen here is an elemen b of L* such ha
Au) = blab. Tha is H'(G, L*) = 0 .
The following corollary is of en useful .
COROLLARY . If k con ains a primi ive n h roo of uni y (, and K is a cyclic normal ex ension
of k of degree n, hen here is an elemen a of K, such ha K = k(a) and a" is an elemen
of k .
PROOF . ' has norm 1, herefore here is an a in K such ha as = ~a .
a(all)
= ((a)"a" = a"
so a" is an elemen of k . If degree of a was less han n, here would be some r such ha
a"(a) = a wi h r < n . Bu a'(a) = "'a . Since ' is a primi ive n h roo of uni y, his is possible
only if r = n . Thus he degree of a is n, and K = k(a) . o
